
Year 5 have had a fantastic third term, they have worked amazingly 
hard and produced some amazing pieces of work! 

   

Have a look at the following slides to see some examples of their 
wonderful work. 

 

Well done to you all!  

Term 3 
in 

Year 5



Year 5 started off the term 
writing a mystery story 

focussed around New Years Eve 
and some missing fireworks! 

 
They then became an explorer 

on a mountain side and became 
trapped within a blizzard! As  a 

result of this, Year 5 wrote 
some amazing diary entries. 

 
 

Year 5 also took part in 
National Storytelling Week and 
joined a live lesson with author 
Steven Camden aka Polarbear. 
During this lesson they looked 

at how to plan a story from just 
a door at ‘21 Crocodile Lane’. 
The children then used what 

they learnt with Steven to then 
write their own imaginative 

stories around what could have 
happened through the door! 

Celebrating 

Year 5’s 

Learning  

Year 5 are enjoying the book 
Wonder written by R.J. Palacio. 

They are enjoying learning about 
Auggie and getting to know the 
other characters in the story as 
well. We can’t wait to continue 

reading it next term! 



This term has been full of multiplication and division. We have even been looking at how to 
multiply up to 4 digit number by a 3 digit number! Our division lessons have been focussed on 

understanding the written method of dividing a 4 digit number by a 1 digit number. It was tricky 
but we got there in the end! 

The last week of therm saw us moving back to fractions. However, this time we were looking at 
how to multiply fractions by whole numbers. We will be carrying on with multiplying fractions at 

the start of Term 4. 

Celebrating Year 5’s Learning  



This term, Year 5 have been 
learning all about the life cycles of 

animals. 
 

They have been focussing on 
mammals in particular and what 

classifies an animal as a mammal. 
The children even had a look at 
mammals gestation periods and 

learnt some very surprising facts! 
 

 They then plotted this data onto 
a graph to see if there was a 
correlation in the size of the 

mammal to its gestation period. 
We will let the children explain 

their findings to you! 
 

Celebrating 

Year 5’s 
Learning  



During our Geography lessons this term, we have been looking a new topic called ‘Sow, grow and farm’ 
where the children have been learning about the different farming techniques used across the UK. They 

also learnt about what it was like to be a farmer in the UK and what their general year looks like and some 
of the difficulties they may face. Year 5 finished off the term by comparing modern day farming to that 

from past years and how new technology is vital to the UK’s farming industry.  
 

Year 5 will be continuing with this topic next term and will be looking at land use across the world and 
how food travels to end up on our plates. 

Celebrating Year 5’s Learning  

Sow, Grow and Farm  



During our Geography lessons this term, Year 5 have been looking into having a ‘Code for Living’ 
and that it is the idea that a person often has inside their head or heart that helps them to choose 
good things and say no to bad things.The children also explored the understanding that different 
people have different values and then  They then compared how christians values are similar to 

those of a humanist and then ended the term by creating ‘peace poems’. 

Celebrating 

Year 5’s 

Learning  



This term, Axolotl and Zebra class have been attending Forest 
School and cooking. 

Both classes have been having a great time during forest school 
climbing trees, fire making, whittling, bracelet making, baked 

bread, made s’mores and getting extremely muddy!   
 

 
 

Celebrating 

Year 5’s 

Learning  



As always, we have been very impressed with the home learning that has been being 
produced across Year 5 this term. The children have enjoyed sending us lots of photos and 
videos on Class Dojo, which have been a joy to look at and share with the rest of the class!  

 

We have also received some amazing Van Gogh inspired art pieces - thank you for 
completing this with such fantastic efforts! Keep up the good work Year 5! 

Celebrating Year 

5’s Learning  



 
Well done to all of you for working so hard 

in Term 3.   
 

We are all incredibly proud of you! 
 

Ms Daniells, Mr Holliday, Mrs Lake & Mrs Taylor 
as well as all of the other adults in Year 5. 


